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It is tacitly accepted that real software is far from perfect. That everyday
computer systems deliver real economic advantage to their users even
though they contain both documented and undocumented bugs. Often
computer scientists are embarrassed by this imperfection and teach
students that programs should be free from errors. Yet software quality
managers know the fastest way to bankrupt their company is to prevent it
shipping code until all its errors have been corrected. We turn to
information theory to explain why software is resilient to both source code
and run time errors and often yields a usable answer despite its ﬂaws [1].
During the second world war Claude Shannon of Bell Labs, New Jersey,
formalised the notion of information, deﬁning the amount of information
using entropy. The information content of a message deﬁnes the minimum
number of bits needed to code it (e.g. in order to send it via a telephony
link).
Pretty much every operation in a digital computer is irreversible. Meaning
that its inputs cannot be determined from its output. From an information
theory point of view, every irreversible operation loses information.
Figure 1 shows computer operations as information funnels, with more
information going into their wide mouths than leaves via their output.
Figure 1 shows two numbers being added together (addition is
irreversible). To make the example more concrete, we assume the two
inputs are independent single digits (1–9, using Benford’s law), and
therefore their sum lies in the range 2–18. The red bar graphs show the
probabilities of the two inputs and of the output. We also show their
entropies. Entropy is deﬁned on probability distributions. The more evenly
spread the distribution, the more information it contains and the higher the
entropy. The output (2–18) being more uniformly spread, has a higher
entropy (3.69 bits) than either input, but it is still less than the entropy of
the combined inputs together. That is, in this case, the addition information
funnel has lost 2.06 bits of information.
Not only is this information loss inevitable, but it is cumulative. That is,
once information is lost, it cannot be restored.
Secondly although pretty much everything, bar simple assignment
statements, losses information, some operations loose more than others.
For example, testing if a value is greater than a threshold outputs a single
bit, containing (at most) 1 bit of information, even if the variable being
tested could contain 32 bits of information. Similarly a common technique
to increase resilience to errors is to use wrappers. E.g. to prevent run-time
exceptions by forcing a module’s input to lie in an expected range. Thus the
module may have a ﬂoat input, but in reality expects values to be three digit
integers. Hence the developer may design a wrapper to return a default
value for negative numbers and numbers greater than 999.0 and round
other inputs to the nearest integer. Assuming it is sometimes necessary
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(e.g. the input is sometimes 5.01), such a robustness increasing wrapper
will destroy information.
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Figure 1: An information funnel. All computer operations lose information. Even something as fundamental as addition
outputs less information than it took in. Example (see red bar charts): addition of two independent numbers (drawn using
Benford’s Law from 1 to 9, each contain 2.88 bits of information, total 5.75 bits). The result, 2 to 18, contains only 3.69
bits.

Figure 2 shows a large nested function composed of ﬂoating point
arithmetic operations (+, -, × and ÷). Each function acts as a two input
information funnel and loses information. The red subtree at the base of
Figure 2 is a bug and the coloured chain shows the execution of nested
functions which call the bug. The whole function is executed on 48 test
cases and the size of the coloured nodes represents the number of tests
when the error and the correct code are not identical at that point in the
execution. The colour of these nodes represents the average diﬀerence. In
this example, the error is visible on all the tests at the function immediately
after it. However the number of test cases where the evaluation is not
identical relentlessly falls as we move up the chain of coloured nodes
towards the outer most function. Indeed, in this example, it falls to zero
before we reach the end of the expression. Meaning none of the test cases
are able to detect the error.

Figure 2: Impact of error (red subtree) dissipates the further away we measure its change on test values. Size of
functional nodes shows number of disrupted test cases. The colour shows, on a log scale, the average diﬀerence in
−10
evaluation on the remaining disrupted nodes. Brightest yellow shows smallest non-zero diﬀerence (RMS 3.1 10
).
Eventually this large change has no impact at all [2] [3].

Obviously the loss of information and details of error hiding will depend on
the details of the expression and test suite. Nonetheless in functional parts
of the code, the monotonic fall in the eﬀectiveness of testing with distance
from the error is always true and holds regardless of whether the error is
caused by a bug in the source code or a runtime induced fault. Preliminary
results hint that the eﬀectiveness of test suites increases only slowly with
the number of tests (in proportion to log of the number of tests) and
suggests that independent tests are more eﬀective at uncovering faults.
In traditional imperative code the data ﬂow need not follow the execution
ﬂow. In particular, the eﬀect of an error may be stored in a variable which is
used later. Nonetheless when it is used (computed on) the information it
contains about the error may be (partially) lost, particularly if the impact of
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the error passes through a long chain of operations.
The information funnel view is entirely consistent with Voas’ PIE
(propagation, infection, and execution) framework [4] for explaining
software errors. Voas says to have any observable eﬀect the error must be
executed, that execution must make a diﬀerence, i.e. infect the state of
the computation, and crucially that state change must propagate to the
program’s output. What we see is where the change of state passes through
a chain of operations (each of which loses information) information about
the error may disappear on one or more test cases. That is, information
theory backs up the intuition that deeply nested errors will be more diﬀicult
to ﬁnd using testing but also they may have no impact on many test cases.
It also justiﬁes the use of unit testing, as not only may the bug be easier to
locate, but also, as the code is less heavily nested, bugs may manifest
themselves more readily.
The fact that software is not fragile [5] is only tacitly recognised, is perhaps
partially explained by the large number of software engineering phenomena
which express it using a range of terminology from diﬀerent research silos:
In mutation testing the problem of equivalent mutants is wide
spread. And yet, an equivalent mutant is simply a code change
which can not be separated from the original code by testing.
Schulte et al. [6] described software mutational robustness when
they showed in examples of production C and assembler code that
more than 30% of random code changes made no diﬀerence under
testing.
Similarly Harrand et al. [7] found neutral program variants when
they mutated Java code.
Members of the same Stockholm team [8] use the term correctness
attraction to describe the imperturbability of ordinary software to
injection of minimal changes. That is, the Java program gives the
same output (assumed to be correct) even though a value set by
executed code has been changed by a small amount at run time.
We [1] suggest the phrase disruption propagation failure as a
generalisation of failed error propagation [9], to recognise that the
change in program state need not be an error or traditional source
code bug and instead she includes all manner of errors, mutations
and run-time perturbations.
Coincidental correctness and fault masking can be placed in Voas’
PIE framework in that an error is said to have occurred but that it
did not manifest (e.g. due to not infecting the state in the ﬁrst
place or failing to propagate).
In future we will see software systems of increasing complexity. Such
systems have long past the point of being comprehensible by any one
person and indeed any team of people. Any yet globally we depend on the
reliability of software.
In a world addicted to software, managing its quality will become ever more
important. Information theory and entropy loss analysis oﬀers a uniﬁed
view of bugs, faults, transient errors, hardening code to resist tampering
and attack, defect resilience and can oﬀer insights into software veriﬁcation
and validation (V&V), particularly testing.

You might also enjoy reading
Wikipedia article on information theory and Shannon entropy.
Correctness Attraction: A Study of Stability of Software Behavior
Under Runtime Perturbation, 12 November 2018. Martin
Monperrus and his co-authors discuss results on 10 Java programs
where injection of minimal run time changes made no diﬀerence in
most (68%) cases.
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Bit-Rot: Computer Software Degrades over Time. IEEE Software
blog, 11 March 2020.
Genetic Improvement. How search is being used to improve
existing programs. IEEE Software blog, 2 February 2016.
Automated bug ﬁxing. An interview with Westley Weimer and
Martin Monperrus (published in Ubiquity, 2015, March, pp 1–11).
Automated bug ﬁxing in Facebook. Mark Harman and his
coauthors describe genetic improvement at a global scale [10].
Benford’s law of anomalous numbers. Wikipedia article on why
leading digits are often small.
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